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The Weather
What a job this forecasting
business is. Sometimes you live
in peril all morning mitt’ the
sun appears and upholds your
"pick." Yesterday’s late "clearing up" took a long time coming. Expect more
same
today with little temperature
change. High was 74 with a low
of 51. Afternoon skies were
clear.

a the

S.,S Group
Will Entertain
On Saturday
Several campus organizations
will lend their services in hosting
visiting alamni at Saturday’s
Homecoming day extravaganza,
accordingto Miss Doris Robinson,
college placement director and
alumni association secretary-treasurer.
Gold and white attired Spartan
Spears, sotthomore women’s honor
society, will perform wait ressing
roles at the midday barbecue
Itincheon._
Tables to accommodate alumni
at the "big feed" will be arranged
by Blue Key members under the
supervision of Dr. Marques Reitzel and Mr. David Curry. Baseball
coach Walt Williams is in charge
of catering for the luncheon which
--iiielcides a "pre-war" specialty of
barbecued beef, beans, salad, rolls,
coffee and ice cream.
Receptionist duty will be undertaken by the Associated
Women Students and Phi Omega
Pi, commerce honor society.
Stalk Masque people will be
official "guides" for aroundcampus tours.
Student . talent will entertain
the 500 luncheoners in the early
afternoon. Pianist Mary Sanfilippo
will accompany the vocal offerings
of Churchill Jackson and Nancy
Morris.
Off-campus lionacoming day
pubilicity will be provided by four
local radio stations. Spartan Bob
Custer plans to record Memorial
Chapel ground-breaking exercises
over station KLOK. The recording will be saved for future broadcasts. Other stations "plugging"
Saturday’s big affair are KSJO,
KXFtX, and KEEN. KSJO will
"air" an alumni day preview on
the "Sue Parson’s" program.

Large Crowd
Hears Concert
By CHARLEEN LITTLE
A near-capacity crowd heard
the concert of American music
presented by the San Jose State
college symphony orchestra last
night in the Morris Dailey auditorium.
Highlight of the program was
Laiisc
piano solo of Miss Patsy Olsen.
.
She played Walter Piston’s-"Concertino for Piano and Chamber,
Orchestra". Miss Olsen, a junior
L. t SJSC, also plays in the first
violin section of the orchestra._ _
Another outstanding number
Nikola
was "Dusk", sby
i,n
inavL.
O
instrtorThe presentation- 2last /light was the premiere of the
composition, with Pdi. Ovanin
conducting. The work was composed in Seattle in 1948. -...,
The delightful "One-Horse
Shay", from MacGuffey’s Readers
by Burrill Phillips, also was played
for an encere. It is based on the
poem ."The Deacon’s Masterpiece
One-Horse
Wonderful
or the
Shay" by Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Another selection from MacGuffey’s Readers, "John Alden and
Priscilla", was presented.
The orchestra opened the program with "Comes Autumn Time",
Overture by Leo Sowerby. The
piece gives the listener, the feeling
’
suggested by the title.
"Symphony in E Minor" by
Harry Thatcher, Jr., is based upon
a short story.’ The three movements, slow, moderately quick, and
fast, suggest the development of
the story.
The orchestra was under the
direction of Dr. Lyle Downey.
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Council Names Russell, Francis
To Head Daily for Fall Quarter.
The Student Council yesterday
afternoon appointed Jack Russell,
senior journalism major, and Bill
Francis, junior’ advertising major,
as editor and business manager,
respectively, of the Spartan Daily
for fill quarter.
Stan Bennett, senior art major,
and Ray Lyon, senior merchandising major, were named editor
and business manager of Lyke.
The Council made the appoint-

Lyle on Sale Now
Boasts Good Art
By JACK RUSSELL
"Lyke" hit the campus this
morning at 7. It is on sale for
25 cents.
Besides costing 25 cents "Lyke"
possesses one of the most Intriguing covers we have ever seen on
-college literary -magazine.- --Its
burlesques of the classified section
of a newspaper will be read with
wry humor by many graduates
who will soon be experiencing the
grimmer aspects of daily job
hunting.
Unfortunately most of the literary material in the magazine
does not measure up to the art
work or to the selections included
in previous "Lykes".
Most of the stories show signs
of definite straining for the muchimitated Max Shulman effect
g. "The Case of the Howling
Clam").
Best feature In the magazine is
the photo spread with corresponding captions. The pictures are all
shotS of campus life. The captions
are quotes from such famous people as Ernest Hemingway (with a
baseball cut); William Shakespeare (with cut of AWS swim
show); and the Spartan Daily’s
Donnie Nunes (with cut of Revelries).
The art layout by Ruth Rainville on the "Flapper Era" and the
"Return-ef---Itn Us also outstanding.
These two sections are well
worth the price of admission in
themselves. Best stories are the
ones by Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon,
journalism professor,’ all about
"Campus Wheels", and "Love in a
Bottle" by Al Williamson.
If the magazine slips a bit in
literary, content it pulls itself to
its feet by the excellent fashion
photos by Bob Stone.
Stan Bennett also contributes
a highly readable and informative
column about "Dixieography", the
down-to-earth jazz that is sweeping the country.
"Lyke" editors are expecting a
heavy advance sale and urge all
students td purchase their copies
early this morning.

Health Group Has
Planning Meeting
The college Health Plans committee held a meeting Monday to
discuss alternative plans to San
Jose State college’s present system of health protection.
The committee was formed to
make a study of various health
plans available to determine which
one best Suits the needs of the
student body.
Committee members are Dean
Joe H. West, bean Helen Dimmick, Dean Jay C. Elder, Mr. Edward Clements, Mr. E. S. Thompson, Dave Down, Mike Barchi,
Bob Madsen and Mary Louise
Carli.
They will hold another meeting
Thursday in Room 11.

ments upon the recommehdation
of Mr, Dwight Bente! head of the
Journalism department. They had
been.chosen previously by preferential balloting of the Spartan
Daily and Lyke staffs.
Cheer-leaders for next year
were picked by the Council. Johnny Melenclez was .named head yell
leader.
Dick Osborn and Joe

Thornley will assist him.
The Council also:
Heard a report from the Homecoming committee that the organizations entered are split between
having a rally or a fashion show
to introduce the queen candidates
Accepted the Board of Control’s
recommendations for next year’s
student body budget of $85,000.
Appointed Alice Hayes chairman
of the Social Affairs committee.

Houses Selling Dirt Cheap

"Chat Scudder, Sacramento auctioneer, is shown above receiving
a bid ,tor one of the five houses that recently were auctioned off.
The five buildings are located in the area incorporated by San Jose
State college as the site of the new campus, which Aiill be cleared
fn the near future. The homes brought 111 a total of $5530 to the
owners, with a stucco house selling at $4450. The houses must be
demolished or moved by Sept. 1 to make room for new buildings to
be erected as a part of the college expansion program. About 200
spectators witnessed the proceedings. Scudder said that more houses
in the area on Seventh and Eighth streets, between San Carlos and
San Fernando streets, will be auctioned off. photo by Gmelln

State Depatment Announces
Foreign
i Study Opportunities
ii
By LaVERNE POTTS
Opportunities for more than conference board of associated
1000 ’Americans to undertake research council’s committee on
study, teaching or research abroad international exchange of perduring the 1951-52 academic year sons is as follows:
under the terms of the Fulbright
1. For visiting lecturers: reAct have been announced by the search scholars, and specialists:,
Department of State. A compara- To apply as visiting lecturers, apble number of foreign nationals plicants must haVe had teaching
Will have the opportunity to come experience in an institution of
to the United States.
higher learning. For advanced re. The Fulbright Act authorizes search, applicants must have the
the Department of State to use doctoral degree or equivalent reccertain foreign currencies and ognized standing in a profession.
Some of the lecturing openings
credits acquired through the
.11WOld,

for programs of educational
_ _ CN-chat ’tge with other nations.
All grants are in foreign currencies and are normally made for
one academic year and are renewable only In exceptional cases.
Grants to Americans usually include transportation, tuition or
stipend, living allowance and a
small amount for necessary books
and equipment.
Countries in which these opportunities will be available are
1;telgium and Luxembourg, Burma, France, Greece, Italy, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, The Philippines, United
Kingdom and Colonies, Australia, Egypt, India, Iran and Turkey.
All applications for student
graduate study awards must be
submitted by Oct. 31, 1950. Applications should be available in the
office of the Dean of Professional
education by Sept. 1, 1950.
Information released by the

A day-long library "opening"
will be provided for students
Saturday, according to’Llbrarlan
Joyce Backus. Doors will open
at 9 a.ni. and will close at 5 p.m.
The extra hours are being provided because of next week’s
finals.

Class Releases
List of Senior
Week Events
Members of the senior ’class
council voted this week to allow
each senior to bring one guest to
two of the "Senior Week" activities, according to Fred Michels,
class president.
Santa Cruz Beach Day and the
get--logether at Old Hearst- Dude
ranch are the two occasions open
to guests
’transportation for
these events will be by private
car. Graduates’making the trips
are asked to meet at the Women’s
gym at 9 o’clock on the ’morning.
of the event, Michels said.
e
--or BahqUeL. set or.
Thursday, June 22, at the Scottish
Rite Temple remains closed to
class members only. Biggest turnout .of the pre-graduation festivities is expected Saturday night
at the Senior Ball. The traditional
class-sponsored hop will be held at
the. Bay Meadows Race Track in
San ’Mated. .Bids for the affair
are $3.60, on sale in the Graduate
Manager’s office.
Seniors are asked to take -special notice of assembling time for
both Baccalaureate and Commencement. Students are expected to report no later than 2:15
p.m. in the Morris Dailey auditor! ium for Baccalaureate services.
set
for Commencement
ITime
meeting is 2:30 p.m. at the Spartan Stadium Field House..

"RAF Answers
Saucer Claims
LONDON - June 13 A typically British answer was given by
the Royal Air Force today in the
matter of "flying saucers." The
experts said that the "saucers"
sighted recently, actually were
whirlpools of air "Appearancea-ot
a ’flying saucer’ may be noticed
at quite low altitudes," they said,
"and the explanation Is the same:
the condition in the air is rather
like that of whirlpool in a stream
which .rellects light and shines as
a disc."

NEW WORKERS PAC
WASHINGTON June 13 -Former Rep. Fred A. Hartley, Jr.,
co-author of the Taft-Hartley law,
has announced formation of 44
"free workers’ political action
committee" to combat the -political
organizations of the -CIO and AFL.
He explained- that the new group
"is meant to represent those who
want to be free of domination by
big business . . . big labor . . . big
government." Hartley said he has
eapuasiee o
plicants may Vivish to wait for the Ithousands of
every
country program--Imnouncentents’ section of the country" to provide
(to be available before July ft. "a voice for, the millions of AmerApplications ( lect uring, research icans whose political thinking is
or other) must be subnritted. be- right of center."
tween June 15 and Oct. 15.
Application forms for 1931-52 ENGLAND WON’T ’JOIN
LONDON -- June 13 Britare supplied only to individuals
wishing to make application and ain’s Socialist leaders announced
may be secured by writing to the today they were- ’opposed to the
Executive Secretary of the Con-’ French plan for merging Western
ference Board of Associated Re- Europe’s coal and steel industries
search Councils Committee on In- unless all governments involved
ternational Exchange of Persons, were Socialist -controlled.
2101 Constitutional avenue, WashThe Labor party leaders exington 25, D. C.
pressed fear that Britain’s steel
2. For teaching in national industry, in the process of being
secondary schools abroad: (Clos- nationalized, would be dominated
ing date Oct. 13, 1950) Office of by a supra -national authority conEducation, Federal Security trolled by private European industrialists. They also pointed out
Agency, Washington 25, D.C.
3. For teaching in American that they would never permit
secondary schools abroad: (Clos- Britain’s commitments In Western
ing date Oct. 15, 1950) American Europe to override her commitSchools Service, American Coun- ments to the commonwealth nadl on Education, 744 J a cjcson tions on the other side of the
Place, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. world.
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Some students, when they fin
ish college, are scholars. Some
just along for the ride, finish no
Mani=
more enlightened than when they
began. The great majority gain at
least some new insights and some
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SJSC in the PCC

University of Montana’s withcrrawal from Pacific Coast conference membership leaves what will become a much sought after
vacancy in the four-state athletic league.
PCC officials, now meeting at Victoria, BC, have not discussed
possible replacements for the Grizzlies, and some of the athletic
directors say that a new’school will not be added.
However, chances are that the PCC eventually will select a
Pacific Coast college to join its ranks. Since San Jose State has
been menTioned by some sports columnists as a possible candidate
for membership, let’s explore that possibility.
There are only four out of the nine PCC schools which have
substantially larger enrollments than State. They are University of
California, USC, UCLA, and University of Washington.
State’s enrollment of 6500 compares favorably with the 8000
at Stanford, 5600 at University of Oregon, 7000 at Oregon State,
6500 at Washigton State and 3500 at University of Idaho.
Then too, compare the seating capacities of the football stadiums.
Only Cal, Stanford, USC, UCLA, and Washington have much larger
seating arrangements. Spartan stadium’s 17,000 stacks up with Oregon’s 20,000, Oregon State’s 18,000, Washington State’s 25,000, and
Idahd,s 17,000.
; The men’s gymnasium with its 3900,capacity is equal in size to
_
the besketball plants at Stanford, UCLA’, and Idaho.
State has a greater population area from which to draw large
crowds than do Oregon, Oregon State, Washington State, and
.
.
Idaho.
Figu-c, don ’t lie and therein lies the proof that State’s enrollment, and .at.hletic seating capacitie_.;. compare favorably with most
of the PCC members.,
Member,hip in the conference undoubtedly would attract a
continually high caliber of athletes to Washington square. Certainly
State could giv2 as good an account of itself as have Idaho and
Kicr,tana during their, years as -weak sisters of the PCC.
Games with Coast conference schools, especially the California
members, would attract large crowds here. Even if the Spartans did
have losing seasons during their first few years in the conference,
crowds undoubtedly would turn out to see the highly publicized
PCC teams.
Inclusion of State into the conference in place of Montana
would mean that there would be five southern and five northern
members instead of the present four-five arrangement. A better
basketbat_and minor sports schedule would result for the
southern division.
San Jose State’s membership also is desirious from the standpoint of travel. ’Two of the members, Cal and Stanford, are within
easy driving range, and traveling distances_ tia other member schools
_would_require_no greater amount of trove ing I an our a
c 04mshave done in the past.
The advantages of PCC membership are many. San Jose State
would have everything to gain (and so would the Pacific Coast
conference).
It may take years of effort to gain membership in the PCC,
but wouldn’t it be worth it in the long run?

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Spartan,. Daily believes that the
question of the Rusaion language courses has been discussed thoroughly. Will ASB Cardholders 4178 and 2527 please call
for their Thrust and Parry letter.

Dar Thrust and Parry:
On behalf of the Social Affairs
committee I should like to thank
ASB 354, 7430 and 2364, for the
appreciation and interest shown
by their letter to the Thrust and
Parry column recently.
As was quoted in the Spartan
show any Student Body memDailey, the source of funds for the to
ber the financial breakdown on
Chapel Ball was Student Body the
Chapel Ball.
Social Affairs money, originally
behalf of the Social Affairs
On
budgeted for a spring dance and committee,
thank you again.
a student union dance.
Duke Deras, ASB 2004.
The committee was asked if
Chairman Social Affairs.

they would be willing to undertake the Chapel Ball. After considerable discussion and planning the dance became a free
student body affair, takijig the
place a the planned dance in
the C’ivic auditorium.
As was evident, it was not a
money-making scheme, but merely a way of bringing what was
hoped would be a successful drive
to a happy end; not that the need
for additional gifts to the chapel
ever will end, but that. this particular drive would achieve its
hoped-for success.
With the thought in mind that
people might feel they were being
approached unfairly, the committee did not make use of a collection medium at the dance. This
might have been a mistake but it
was felt that if anyone really
wanted to give they wouldt find
the Graduate Manager’s office

What does it mean, being able
to think for oneself?
There are people all around us
in class rooms who are doing just
that when they question a pass,age in the -text and read other
authors on the same subject to get
a broader and more accurate interpretation. There are those very willing to register his conbrave individuals who doubt whe- tribution or pledge.
The aforementioned office alther the professor has the right
slant and who put him on the spot so has signified its willingness
with well-dir ecte d, intelligent
questions. These people keep the
prof on his toes by making him,
too, think hard.
A student who can think for
himself would be one who can
read the Communist Manifesto
and the U.S. Constitution (or other important democratic manifestos, understand completely the
implications of both, and say
MANUS, Admiralty Islands
which one is right for him and (UP) Australian
scientists were
why. The important thing is that reported today to be investigating
he knows the "why" of both the a tiny "Shangri-la" island in the
"right" and "wrong".
Pacific where native men spend
The student who calmly and long hours combing the hair of
objectively contributes his ideas beautiful, almost white native
to a group discussion, w ho does women.
not rant, who doesn’t become
George H. Johnson, Sydney Sun
mentally hysterical, w ho sums correspondent, said scientists alup briefly what it takes others ready were on the island, describhours to concludethis student ed as part of the coral-fringed
also has been trained to think. western isles some 300 miles north
The student who can spot in- of New Guinea.
sincerity and insecurity in what
Johnston said the women were
public figures tell the world, the reported to have figures rivaling
thoughtfully critical person who those of Balinese beauties and
withholds his opinions until he’s faces reminiscent of the Egyptian

trade Attendance
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Since articles from Thrust

and
Parry are no longer attached to
our personnel records, I have a
gripe- agaihst SJSC that -merits
discussion.
As a student here for two years,
I have, been repeatedly penalized
for lax attendance by a reduction
in grade.
I contend that my transcript in
some courses does not reflect my
true performance in those classes.
In my opinion, the transcript
should show scholastic standing,
not attendance record.
If we are to be punished for
poor attendance, then let us reduce the system to inserting an
attendance record in the corner of
the transcript and grade it according to attendance.
Or should we have the students
get a written excuse from their
mothers?
Emmett Wilson, ASB 5122.

It Made. Yay, La
News Today
Whotta Life

Torre!

Dear Thrust and Parry:
The editor, the art editor, and
the whole La Torre staff should
be congratulated.
It’s no easy task to get out a

year book that is journalistically
effective.
Lou
and artistically
Frangione and his staff deserve
the warm thanks of all the students.
La
Torre is a yearbook we
would be proud to show anyone.
ASB 646

Whale hills Male
TOKYO, Japan, June 13- IIT)
A fisherman was killed and his
net torn up- by a 25-foot whale
i,sterday oil’ Yokosuka.
The whale was caught in a trawl
net. More than a dozen fishin._;
boats closed in. The whale hit one
of the small boats with its tail. A
crew member died of a fractured

sure he’s heard everything, has lovelies of Cleopatra’s time.
learned to think.
Have we learned, or are we
The whale ripped through the
learning to think here?
net and escaped.
Only time and our life exper- PASADENA, Calif. (UP) A
iences can answer that. Some in- hoe with a brain was the latest ladividuals will have found this col- bor saving device offered to farmlege intensely stimulating. Others ers_ todaY.
will have gained little from it.
- David

Brainy Hoe

SWIM and Dance

Training future citizens to think
objectively, as well as providing
them with a practical approach to

his
ideal?

THE PRESIDENT’S RIG
DETROIT (UP)- - President
Truman has been sent the last of
10 specially-built black Lincoln
Cosmopolitans by Ford Motor
company.
The Campus Fools
The sleek convertible has red
The Spartan Daily, in conjunction with the Rally committee ran
leather upholstery and a 145-inch
..n-ballot. Monday to determine which of three Spartan head sketches wheelbase,
20 inches longer than
itadents lifed best.
the st andard model. It also
The results were: seven votes for Head I, 30 votes for Head 2, weighs 1700 pounds more.
:20 votes’ for Head 3, three votes for none of the heads, and 26 votes
’for Ed Mosher, Rally committee chairman.
The students who sought to be humorous by naming Mosher STARTS ’EM YOUNG
DETROIT (UP)
Mrs. Wanda
were successful only in singling themselves out as the campus fools Gitari
divorced
her
hu sban d,
week.
;of the
George,
today
because
he bought
Mosher and the Reify. committee fully realize that "Mr .Spartan’ a piano instead of a crib for their
origand
they
are
seeking
to
the
improve
sixcessful,
has ..ry2t been
infant son.
inal mascot by adding two humorous masc6ti.- The new mascots will
- provide the zany antics (similar to Oskie and T-omnoy Tiger) while What goes best when
-Mr. Spartan" will represent true Spartan sternness and strength. ’crernin’ for Exams?
The Daily is ’running three Spartan Head sketches again today.
COFFEE and DONUTS
We ask your cooperation in making this balloting a success. The
-Rally committee sincerely wishes to know your choke.
It ic hoped that students will use common decency to be their
371 West San Carlos
guide in the future.

DIERKS

Packard, of Palo Alto,
former Stanford’ football player,
told the annual convention of the
American Institute of Electrical
gineers of a robot hoe
Thins out plants and weeds as fast
as 20 agricultural laborers.

The electronic device, he said,
has worked successfully in thinning sugar beet plants, and plans
are -under way to try the machine
in cotton fields.
An ’electric "eye" operated by
light reflections from leaves of
plants and weeds is adjusted so
that it selects for chopping off

plants at certain intervals or
plants which are out of alignment
in the rows, Packard exxplained

P

f

3oPe4t Pod
ON THE BIG BASIN ROAD
Just Outside Boulder Creek

TYPEWRITERS
for rent SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students

3 months $10.00----Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
-- Easy Payment Plan -CORONA
UNDERVvOOD
ROYAL -- REMINGTON
G. A. BLANCHARD
s

Est. 1900

24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 34383
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Betty Wood, David Poop
Wed in Formal Rites
Sunday afternoon, June 4, Miss
Betty Jo Wood and David Popp,
former students of San Jose State
college recited the traditional "I
dos" in the Palo Alto Methodist
church.
The bride was gowned in
white imported swiss organdy
with embroidery of eyelet. Styled with long, fitted sleeves coming to points at the wrists, the,
gown was adorned .,with small
buttons from the collar to the
princess lines of the waist. He
finger-tip length s’ell was secured by a crown of flowers.
The bridal bouquet was composed of two white orchids encircled by stephenotis.
Patricia Wood was maid of honor
for
her sister’s
wedding.
Bridesmaids included:
Barbara
Watts and Aidelle Schmidt, SJSC
’students; Barbara Cabbage, a former student of the local college;
and Marion Steele of the University of California.
Beat man’s duties were performed by Robert Popp, broth-

er of the benedict. Wedding
guests were seated by Bill
James, Bill Fume!’ and Bill
Moore,
SJSC students;
and
Peter Wolf of the University of
California. -

DNT Holds
Installation

Alpha Phis Fete Seniors;
Hold Annual Spring Hop

Following the wedding ceremony, a reception was held at the
Palo Alto home of the bride. The
Members of the Beta Psi chapcouple is now honeymooning in
ter of Alpha Phi will honor six
Carmel and Corando.
graduating senior members of the
new Mrs. Popp is the group today at Little Village Inn
daughter of Mrs. Rlitabeth in Los Gatos.
Wood of Palo Alto. While atThose who will be honored intending SJSC, she was an acJane Ives,
tive member of Chi Omega. clude Jane Classen,
Popp’s fraternal affiliation on Elaine Williams, Joan Thurman,
the local campus was Delta Jane Fisher, and Georgia O’Brien.
Sigma Gamma. He Is the son of
Vice president Phyllis Bolinger
Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Popp of made arrangements for the breakPalo Alto.
fast.
Present for the wedding of their
brother
were Mrs.
Jacqueline
Popp Porton, an alumna of SJSC,
and Miss Patricia Popp, who also
attended San Jose State college
and is now teaching at Arizona
State college.

’

Members of Alpha Phi held
their annual spring dance Saturday night at’ the Peninsula Country club in San Mateo. Paul Law
and his orchestra played the music for dancing. Swimming also
was enjoyed during the evening
by those present.
Maile Enzensburger, social affairs chairman for Alpha Phi was
in charge of the arrangements for
the evening.

Theta Mu Sigma Chooses
Bill Finger for President

Bill Finger, merchandising mareceived the
jor from Carmel,
Theta Mu Sigma president’s gavel Monday night as the fraternity elected a new roster of leaders.
Assisting Finger will be Dick
Monday night, the San Jose yell leader; Ron Rico, sergeant at Snider, vice president; Alden
chapter of SAE installed its of- arms; Con Maloney, athletic di- "Cap" Blood, recording secreficers for the first half of the rector; and Bill Chambers, pub- tary; Mel Souza, treasurer;
next school year.
lic relations,
Keith Endersby, corresponding
New officers are Bill Rogers,
Steve Everett, the newly-elsecretary; Ray Lyon, sgt. at
president; Steve Everett, viceected vice-president, will reparms; and Dwight Taggart,
president; John MeBain. seeresent the local chapter at the
IFC representative.
retary; Quentin smith, warden;
National SAE Leadership
Other oft jeers are Dick Morris,
Bud (’a lush, herald; Owen ilail,
Training school :Aug. 20-15, at
chronicler; Sheldon
Williams,
Lever Memorial temple in Evtreasurer; and Elliot House,
anston, Ill.
chancellor.
The school is held annually, and
The new presith.nt appointed one representative
from each
the tollowing office! s: Earle Rice, chapter will at tcnd. Ideas for
Alpha Chi Omega honored gradI% lot her’s elub represent at ive; chapter activities and different
uating senior members Sunday.
Ross Campbell. alumni represen- college functions will be exchanat breakfast at Loma Linda in
tative; Stu McCullough and John ged at open forums, and classes
Watsonville.
Drew, IFC representatives; Ron will be held every day from 9 a.m.
tiraduates feted were Denise
Wren, song leader; Bill Passey,1 to 5 p.m.
Bushnell,
Natalie Beiter and
JoAnn Upton.
As each senior %’as introduced,
an original poem was reed -in her
honor and she was presented with
have received the most pleasure
By JEANNE THOMAS
Bob Custer, sophomore business from his job or social affairs head
administration major from Glen- when he em-ceed the annual ’Thedale, has been chosen as the out- ta Chi Dream Girl" dance.
standing Theta Chi of the. year by
Sharing the fraternity ’spotmembers of the campus fratern- light with Custer is "Snuffy"
ity, according to Herb Patnoe, Harris, better known to his moA
baseball with
the names
publicity chairman.
"Florie and Ralph" inscribed upon
it was presented to members of:
Custer was chosen on the basGamma Phi
Beta recently an -1
is of his work as social affairs
nounrtng the engagement of Flor- I
chairman for the group, and his
ie Musso and Ralph Romero.
numerous activities on campus,
Miss Musso is a kindergartenratnoe said. Bob has his own
primary major at San Jose State
radio show, "Campus Caravan"
college and is the daughter of Mr.
every Saturday morning.
and Mrs. Joseph Musso of MounCuster placed - a close second,
tain View.
to the winner, Dave Down in the
Romero will be graduated from
recent ASB election. Now famous
SJSC June 23 with a degree in
for his "Spartan Revelries" role:
physical education. He has played
of Dr. Begorry, Custer still finds:
baseball and basketball for the lohimself multering-"1:11..have_ that
high school torn down if its the.
cal college for the past four years.
last thing I do."
his fraternal affiliation is Beta
, The 22-year-old senior claims to
Phi Sigma.
’

Frat Installs Fall Officers;
Rogers, Everett, Mcnain

Members of Delta Nu Theta,
honorary home economics sorority, held their annual formal installation dinner Tuesday, June
13, in the home economics building.
Officers installed during the evening included Joyce Harris, president; Helen Waas, vice president; Mary DeLucchi, secretary;
Betty Rice, treasurer;
Florence
Emig, historian;
and -Nfarilyn
King, reporter.
Special guests at the affair included Miss Pauline Lynch and
Miss Maude Ash, faculty advisers;
and alumnae of the organization.
The dinner was prepared by home
economics students.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Honors ll Seniors

Eleven members of Kappa Alpha Theta were honored Sunday
morning at the annual senior
breakfast held in the banquet
room of Lou’s Village.
Miss Janice Fuller spoke for
historian; Don Laclerque, pledge
the graduating seniors and Miss
captain; Armond George and Jim Lois Garibaldi presented the senWeldon, rush captains; Carl Frud- ior gift to the sorority. Miss Jachandled the arden, social chairman; and Bill*Lu- queline Hicks
rangements for the breakfast.
ther, alumni liason secretary.
Graduating seniors include MiRetiring fraternity officers inmi
Cox, Louise Fletcher, Janice
president;
elude Roy lloiman,
Fuller, Lois Garibaldi, Jean JorWarren Gabrielli, vice president;
genson, Betty King, Jean LockVince Cracchiolo, treasurer; Bill
white. Doreen Reeve, Nancy Runoetiai:eyr; wood,
Luther, corresponding secretary;
Jerry. dle,. Lois Topham, and JoAnn
historian;
John Pricolo.
Hammond, pledge captain;
Dibble, social chairman: and Ra
Lyon, reporter.

A Chi 0 Honors Seniors

Custer Receives Award

aseball Tells
Of Betrothal
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Moore Gets Cup
From Chi Omega
Dorothy Moore was presented
BOB CUSTER
with the outstanding senior cup
at Chi Omega’s annual senior
breakfast Sunday at Rickey’s Stu- ther as inland. Harris was TISmed outstanding senior of the
dio Club.
Sixty-seven members attended campus organization.
Receiving his A.B. in engineerthe breakfast, for which Rosalie
ing this month. "Snuffy" was the
toastmistress.
was
Mills
first outstanding member of Gamto graduating senior
Toasts
ma Xi chapter in 1947. According
members of the sorority were givto the brothers, he is the financial
en by Evelyn McCurdy, junior;
"genius"
of the group. Organizer or
Norma
Betty Smith, sophomore;
the Alumni corporation, "Snuffy"
Welch, freshman; Myrne Shepard,
handles the fraternity books with
alumnae; Dr. G. A. "Pop" Mcthe wizardry of an Einstein.
"GrandJohn
Dr.
Cullum and
The
25-year-old
graduating
pop" Shepard.
Spartan is a charter member of
Virginia Kenyon gave the finthe national grOuR.
al toast for the seniors, which
include Betty Boehmke, Martha
,
Craft, Betty Jordan, Betty LouDelta Nu Theta initiated eight
Dorothy
tham, Nora Lynch,
Moore, Ardelle Schmidt, Betty new members recently. They inLon Taylor and Eve Zuchawerth. elude Hazel Baum, Frances DoThe program ended with orig- 1 lucchi, Florence Em i g, Jane
, Mar. inal,AreWg11. songs to each’ senior Garretson, Lois
eeje, and
sung’ by the Chi Omega "Dull ilyn King, Ruth
Wallet*

3

The-’eaullie has TIA3t set a nefinite wedding- date.

Club Holds Dance

a gift from Alpha Chi Omega alumnae.
Miss Wilda Merrit, faculty adviser, was presented with a gift’
from the sorority.
Novelty gifts for achievement
were presented to WlInut Loomis, Sally Dieckman, Jean Kinney,
Nadine Castor, Kay Williams,
and Joyce Warren.
Gerrie Lopes, social chairman,
was in charge of the breakfast arrangements.

Mr., 11 rs. Breeden
Greet Baby Girl
Theresa Louise Breeden arrived
Saturday, June 3, at 8:34 in the
morning at Glendale sanitarium.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Breeden of.
2128 Bridgeway, San Jose, are
the proud parents of the baby girl,
who weighed 6 lbs., 9 ozs: and
measured 21 inches.
Breeden is a senior commercial
art major -at San Jose State college and is co-editor for the 1951
LaTorre. His wife is in Glendale
with her parents and he will join
his faMily when college closes.

AM* %Mang

ga

112 Sol^ ,.oad Stmof

Drive-In Restaurant
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Breakfast

Lunch
Dinner
Try Our Famous
Bar.13-Cued Spare Ribs
with Special Sauce
Horne-Made Chili with
Fresh Ground 8.411
/French Fried
Prawns
85
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Home-Made Apple Dumpling
with hot rum Sauce

850
250
250

Dap Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’till I a.m.
Fri.-Sat. fill 3 a.m.Car Service

BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER

Groups Eat Dinner
Delta Gamma and Theta Mu
Sigma held a joint dinner at their
respective -houses Thursday evening. Entree at both houses was
roast beef.
Theta Mu Sigma pledges put On
a Jack Benny routine for both
assemblages following the dinner

Members and guests of the Sojourners club attended a dinner
dance at Brookdale lodge Saturday, June 3.
The newly-elected officers were
installed at the semi-formal affair. hour.
They are Fred Lindsay, president;
Don Crowell, vice-president; Don
Burkle, secretary-treasurer. Two
Buck
Jamisen
past -presidents.
and Sam Harris, were introduced
at the dinner.
ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE SAY AREA

ANDREE’S

DONUTS & COFFEE
150
DELICIOUS MILK SHAKES

SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP
126 S. FOURTH

N 0 W! Two-Laundereffes
for YOUR convenience.
THIRTY-MINUTE SERVICE

Me wash

20e dry

,

San Jose
Launderette

Gomm! Economy
Lanatkrotte

463 SO. SECOND
Phone CY 4-2420
HOURS:
Week Days
Saturday 5-41
Sunday
10-3
Clam( Thorsday

412 E.SANTA CLARA
Phone CY 1-1200
HOURS:
Weak Days - 1-11
Salwelay 1.4
10.3
Snider
Wadasiday
....

ill
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Daily Scribe Gets Places,
Sees Country on Bicycle
By JEANNE THOMAS
Pedal-pumping Doug Prestage,
the Spartan Daily’s answer to the
50-yard dash, has one of the most
energetic hobbies on record. Some
people collect stamps; Prestage
mounts his bicycle at every opportunity to collect mileage.
"Traveling via bicycle is the
only way to see the country,"
claims the dark-haired journaThe 21 -year-did
lism major.
native of Porterville, Calif., first
des eloped his "grand passion"
for cycling In 1947.
Setting out from his home town
in Tulare county, the amiable
Sisirtswriter Motivated his twowheeler, 275 miles to Palo Alto.
The jaunt-took two and one-half
days.
Prestage attributes much of
his cycling stamina inhis track
experience In junior college at
Porterville, Calif. Runner of the
mile and two mile distances, -and survivor of several crosscountry meets, Doug claims to
be "loaded with wind."
In need of a little exercise, the
pedaling Spartan left Palo Alto
early one morning to ride to Mann
county, a distance of about 90
miles. His is an interesting method ofrelaxation.
Doug broke his own personal
mileage record with a 375 mile
trek from San Pedro to San
Luis Obispo and on to Porters We recently. The exerting episode took four days to complete.

African Chief Huang Will Use US Ideas
Once Proposed When He Returns to China
To SJS Co-ed
finished my studies in the United States, I plan
By AL GROSSI

"When I have

Highlight of this journey was a
slight case of internal famine, as
Doug was forced to go for two
days without eating. "The pass
out of Santa Barbara had no
restaurants and I’d forgotten to
pack a lunch," Prestage reminisced.
Doug’ p usual cycling procedure
consists of rising at five in the
morning to get a racing start on
the traffic. The seven day wonder
often rides until 10 o’clock in the
evening, ending the day in his
sleeping bag under a sheltering
tree. "Sometimes I splurge and
stay at a motel," Doug grinned,
"but a trip never cost me more
than $5."
Something unusual in crosscountry motivations, Prestage
has never had an accident.
"Closest thing to a rude awakening was the time a policeman
tried to arrest me for vagrancy
as I was resting at the side of
the road," he explained.
Ne’e’ worried about transportation, the future newspaper man
plans to pedal from San Jose to
Porterville after finals this quarter. "It’s a 250-mile trip," Doug
expliained, "I’m giving myself two
days to get home. It will’ be a
new personal record for me. I just
want to see how far I can travel
in two days," he said.
In about five years look for a
best selling novel by a SJS journalist called, "I Cover My.Beat on
a Bike", by Douglas Prestage.

New Yorker Simons Thinks
Ethel Merman Is Terrific

By J. ARTHUR GMELIN
Not every San Jose State. college co-ed can -say that she has
had an African chief propose marriage to her before her birth, but
that happened to Lois Newhouse,
22-year-old junior English major
from Lemoore, Calif.
Born in Africa
Lois was born in Elat in the
Comeroons on the West Coast of
Africa, where her father was a
missionary. She later moved to
Metet where she lived until she
was nine years old, when she came
to the ’United States with her
parents.
The unusual proposal came
when a native chief came to her
father’s house, after his tribe

LOIS NEWHOUSE

learned of her approaching birth
and asked for Lois’ hand in
marriage. At that time polygamy
was not uncommon and many of
By ED JOHNSON
the natives had over 50 wives.
Now that "Deane" has become popular on juke-boxes all over
I man was respected if he had
the nation, William Simons has let it be known that he and the Broad- many wives and this chief
way musical star, Ethel Merman, came from the same city, Astoria, thought that If he had a white
N. Y. Simons plays one of Ethel Merman’s. recordings of "Deane" wife he would be greatly honored. He was, of course, refused.
over and _over, but he never. tires of his .idort ’melwtious
Such things as -boiled caterpilSimon’s typical New York accent is familiar to staff members of
the Spartan Daily who know him for his hard-working efforts lars, greatly loved by natives, are
as business manager of the paper during winter quarter, 1950. not relished by the white inhabitants of West Africa, Lois comThis robust advertising major
mented,
and so most of the food
says that speech teachers always County Courier, Suisun
City, they ate had to be shipped inland
detect his misplaced r’s in spite of Calif., and the Monterey
Peninsula from the sea coast towns.
his efforts to cover up. This speech Herald.
Monterey.
"However, native nuts
and
difference has never affected his
says.
Lois
fruits
are
very
good,"
While
he
worked
for
the
Herald
prowess in selling advertising, an
Lazy Men
ability he displayed while working .last summer, the 24 -year -old senAt the time Lois was born, the
for Iwo newspapers, the smallo ior undertook the project of selling the special promotion, "Cali- women in Africa did most of the
fornia
Constitution
Centennial work and the men sat around in
Edition", of the Herald. It was his the. "Palaper House", a sort of
job to contact all businesses, labor town hall.
"As more whites settled in the
and merchants’ associations, and
industries in the Monterey area area, the native women’s work
which wished to advertise in the eased and the men took over,"
Lois said.
special edition.
There is no meat eaten in the
When the projeCt Was started, Cameroons, according to Lois,
the space originally allotted for
because of the tsetse fly which
advertising was to lulue been
spreads sleeping sickness.
three sections in the edition.
Most common of the diseases
Due to. Simone’ industry and
In West Africa is malaria. The-skill in salesmanship the edition
white people there take quinine
ran fit,’ sections. The award
constantly to avoid infection.
forkii the hard work came in
Lois said that she has had ma the form lir a first place from
e esmi memo ked the
’aria as well as other common
the California Newspaper_ Pubsommoriaren paradc
Afrkan
"centhe
;Ushers’
association
lor
Sindow, regular and half.
-She-:-has--seen-:Inutiv of the
tennial Edition" of the Herald.
daes In styles for teenagers
United since her arrival here in
ta graceful grandma’s.
"I intend to work somewhere in
1939. Lois went to. Ikinover colthis ’arear’ upon graduation, and
DeBnitely
lege in Indiana before she entered
6141pol-wise!
it shouldn’t take me long to beSan Jose State in 1948.
come a vice-president in the firm,
Lois apparently likes the United
of Batten, Barton, Durstine, and
States, because when asked if
Osborn, but if that doesn’t come
she’d like to return to ’Africa, she
tNt
through, I’ve got my eye on a said, "Only for a visit."
Santa
corner
of
newsstand on the
Clara and First streets where I
will hang my diploma and depend
on ’alumnuses’ for support," said
PALO ALTO
LAM A
Simons.
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Student Will Speak
At Last Meeting

FREE
When you order your corsage
you get a matching flower for the hair.

Mte Jioriat
We Deliver

Order Early

2285 LINCOLN AVE.
Roy Carter, Prop.

CV

2-5848

The last general meeting of the
Student Y will be held Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Y house at 272
S. Seventh street, according to Jim
Martin, Y executive secretary.
Martin said that Bob Pitman,
San Jose State college speech student, will give his final*xamination speech before the Y group.
Subject of his speech will be
"Christian Faith as I See It."

and put to good use the knowledge I have gpined,".
Huang, senior engineering major.
28-year-old former member of the Chinese army and

tw
sea

to return to China

says Fss-Tse "Francis"

Huang, a
now a student of San Jose State
college; has a rather unique outlook on his education, and unlike
many other foreign students, he
feels his obligation is trying to
help better conditions in his native
homeland, rather than being a
success here in the U. S.
Huang has his own theory
regarding world problems, He
has been asked many times
what he thought of the United
States and he has the same
answer every time. "It is a wonderful country. It Is full of opportunities and the ideal place
for a person to make a home
and become a success in some
field." 1.
When asked what impressed him
the most, the unassuming young
Chinese student explained that it
was not the skyscrapers, the
Golden Gate bridge or the Washington Monument that received
his attentipn.
lie realized that they were great
feats in the field of engineering,
but he said he was more impressed
with the transportation and communication systems and also with
the freedom -of the press.
He maintains that’ with these
three things present in every
country "the world would not only
be a better place to live in, hut
that wars, which basically are
economic struggles, would be virtually eliminated."
Huang Is from Canton, although he was born and raised
in Hong Kong. Ile attended
both grammar and high school,
learning to speak English in the
latter. He joined the army in
1943 and was later sent to the
U. S. as part of the Air Force

’Y’ Gals Dunked
On Week-end Trip
13y TOM MURPHINE
It was a wet week -end for several of the gal-members of the
Student
at a retreat held recently at Camp Campbell.
Carol Nerell started the trouble.
It seems she got the nifty idea of
rousting Y President Ron LaMar
and Vice-Prexy Bob Dean from
their slumber at an early hour in
the morning. She accomplished
this with a large bucket of water.
Messrs. LaMar and Dean did
not take kindly to the treatment.
Miss Nerell found herself in the
middle of the San Lorenzo river
clothes and all.
Three other Y misses tried to
"take up" for their water-logged
confederate. They ended in the
riv,er _in the_ _following_ order_ Katie Lambert, first; Del Duke,
second; and Jeanne Justice trailed
into the drink last.
If the girls learned nothing else
a. -YRetreararned.guxt. like to -remain dry., 4P the
early morning.

Training program. He was discharged at Bergstrom Field,
Texas and then came to s.ls
college on the recommendation
of a friend, after obtaining governmental permission to remain
in the U. S.
Huang has been active in the
International Student organization
and at present is outgoing secretary of the Engineering society.
He is also an authority on the use
of the abacus, the Chinese version
of the adding machine. He has
given several lectures to students
on its use.
practically all
Huang likes
sports, but is especially adept at
soccer. He likes to travel and
dabbles in photography.
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Handcraft Supplies
Wallets - Handbags - Belts

Made to Order
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Gilts That Will Really Be Appreciated
Complete Line of Leathercraft Supplies
Tooling - Calf Linings - Modeling Tools
Buckles - Snaps Dyes Lacing - Wallet
Fillers & Backs- Unborn Cal/skins
Let Us H.1p You Gat Started
We Give Leather Craft Lessens

SANDALS
Made to Order
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SOMETHING NEW AND OCCITING!

"UP THE RIVER"
5badifiAr IN CAPITOLA
1 1

ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful

reock eoem

Try Our
SANDWICHES

45 -minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations

THE COOP

’PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140
anisnommas.
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Classified Advertising

FOR REST
Attention: Lovely rooms with
twin beds and kitchen, daily maid
service. 545 S. Fourth street.
Women: Register now for summer session, room and board, also
meals, half block from college.
Weybrew’s, 374 S. Sixth street.
Summer school students: Do
your own cooking. Modern botching quarters available June 24 for
groups of two and five. Private
kitchen, tile bath, $25 per student.
See now to reserve. 448 N. Second
street. CY 5-7904.
Rooms, single or double, $15 up.
Kitchen privileges. Also apartment.
162 S. Ninth street. CY 3-1440.
Rooms for college men: Summer
school and also fall term. 201 S.
13th street.
Nice rooms for summer. 357 S.
13th street.
Men: Comfortable room in private ’home, single or double. 406
S. 11th street.
Rooms available for summer,
men students, twin beds, linen
included, laundry privileges, close
to campus. 633 S. Fifth street.
CY 5-462’Z,

dition, price $15. Apartment 18,
89 S. Third street.
1986 Ford four-door sedan, reconditioned inside and out, runs
good, radio, heater, spot and fog
lights, new paint and upholstery,
$350. See Wallace (7oker after 5
p.m. at 448 N. Second street.
Brookside cottage special house
trailer, 22 ft., three room, good
condition, $850 cash or terms.
Trailer 42, 527 S. 24th street.
1938 Plymouth station wagon,
must sell, best offer over $100.
Call CY 3-7308.
Small vending machine route,
$325, plus merchandise. 403 E.
Julian street, after 5 p.m. CY
5-4084.
WANTED
Attention seniors: Do you know
of home for couple to be vacated
in June? If so please see Pat
Myers in Registrar’s office.
Wanted desperately by a graduating senior: One 1950 La Torre.
Miss Bankson, CY 2-2717.

SERVICES
Term papers typed; rapid, accurate, 20 years experience, stuFOR SALE
dent rate $1.25 hour. 28 S. 13th
Tuxedo, size 38, excellont con- street. CY 3-0738.

Announcements
Senior Ball: All bids must be
purchased before the dance since
none will be on sale at the door.
Attention Spartans: Homecoming Day is Saturday.
Golf team members: All members meet at 12:15 p.m. today in
the P.E. office.
Tau Delta Phi: Meet in the
tower at 7:15 p.m. tomorrow to
lay breakfast plans and to hold
election of officers.
WAA: Please contact Joyce
Harris if you are planning to attend the evening ride and picnic
today. Meet at Seventh and San
Carlos streets at 5 p.m.
Freshman class council: Last
meeting of the ear in Room 39
--- today at-3-10 p:m.
Alpha Gamma: Plans for the
fall quarter will be discussed and
refreshments will be served at
Alum Rock park tonight at 7:30
o’clock.
Relief and Spartan head corn-

miners: Joint meeting in Room 10
tonight at 7:15 o’clock.
Class of ’30: Seniors -Pick up
Senior Week Activity tickets as
soon as possible. Tickets may be
obtained, until Friday, in the Morris Dailey auditorium.
Student V: All members should
attend the final meeting of the
quarter in the Student Y house tonight at 7:30 o’clock.
Sophomore council: Last council
meeting of the year in the Student
Union today at 3:30 p.m.
Spartan Shields: The last meeting of the quarter, which was
scheduled for Thursdarnight, has
been cancelled. Complete trophy
information should be turned in
to Jack Shipe or the "S" box in
the Coop before the end of-se-hoot.
AWS: There will be refreshments and an evaluation of the
AWS in Room 24 today at 4:30
p.m. Big-Little Sister program
also will be discussed.

Police Students Prolific in Adding
Income Tax Exemptions to Family

Meat Prices
Rise Swiftly.
San Jose State college students
who haven’t yet become well acquainted with Mr. Wienie, Mr.
Bologna and Mr. Hamburger will
probably have to do so in the near
future because the United Press
says meat prices are going up.
The United Press after making
a survey of 19 cities reported that
meat prices are rising swiftly, led
by a skyrocketing boost in the
price of beef. The press association said the high prices in meat
-near record levels in some
cities -are part ef a general pattern in which housewives are paying more for almost all types of
foods.
Here is a table of average prices
per pound for the 19 cities surveyed:
Price Month Year
Ago
Today Ago
Type Meat
$ .93 $ .86 $ .80
Sirloin
.87.
.95
1.04
Porterhouse
1.47
1.73
1.90
Filet Mignon
.73
.76
Ground Round .81
1.00
1.03
1.11
Lamb Chops
.75
.72
.79
Pork Chops
.61
.59
.64
Bacon

Jobs for Four
Women Listed
Four jobs are open to women
students wishing to do typing during the summer, Mrs. Florence
Kellenberger, in charge of parttime employment, announced yesterday.
1) A stenographer - typist is
wanted for general office work.
The job will start right away and
will last until the beginning of the
fall quarter. Eight hours a day;
five days a week. Pay is $150 or
$160 a month.
2) A comptometer operator, or
someone who is familiar with the
work, is needed for full-time work
beginning Aug. 1 and ending at
the beginning of the fall quarter.
Also must be able to type. 40
hours per week. Pay will be on
hourly bask, .based on inexperienced help.
3 A Stenographer or good typikr wanted for part-time work
from June 19 to June 23, and for
full-time work from June 26 to
July 7. The pay will be at least
75 cents an hour.
4) A good fast typist is being
sought for relief work from Sept.
5 to Sept. 19. The pay is $1 per
hour.
Any students interested in the
above jobs can get further information from Mrs. Kellenberger
in the Dean of Men’s office.

By ROY ill’IMBERT

Miss Ruth Marsh, San Jose State college police school secretary,
is keeping her pencil handy these days.
She might at any minute have to make written additions to the
"file" records of Director Willard E. Schmidt’s student cops as
several of the local gendarmes art currently infant-icipating.

After-Game Plans
To be Discussed

Fall quarter’s after-game dance
plans will be discussed at the final
meeting of the Sophomore Council today at 3:30 p.m. in the StuProspective dads are Edward!
dent Union.
-"Bleeitie" Ames, 4Ack-CamPbelt-y -Group
- --Because -this ts-The-last me -t in,
Madsen,
Don
Hildenbrandf.
Bob
of the year, President John GiaDave Mitchell, Pat Parkes, Keith
comazzi requests all members to
Melton, Jack R.,ichnrt. Art Ciamhe present so that all business may
r n 1: 41114..:.. Ernst Selig,
bett i, Wan
Bob Pitman, S.IS_speech major, be esmpleted.
Shoemaker,
s,
JT
4ry
-Jose Senftrf
will give’ a talk on the -Subject,
ris am
s-r.
Present papa.; and their proud
at 7:30 o’clock in the Student Y
possessions include liugh Bryant,
house. The speech will be given
a- boy; Dick Brunton, a boy; Dean
BRANTFORD, Ont., June 13.
the final meeting of the Student
at
Patrick, a boy; and Jack (’rough(UM The report that a movie
Y for this quarter.
an, a girl.
company is looking for a darkAn unusual twist to the presen- haired Indian maiden to play optation of Pitman’s speech is the posite Clark Gable in a forthcoming’ picture
had the comely
factthat itwill be his final examinationfor speech class, accord- maidens of Six Indian tribes in a
ing to Jim Martin, Y executive dither today.
secretary. Martin expressed the
"I have eight daughters and
hope that all Y members would be all they talk about is the HollySan Jose State college Air on hand for the final meeting of wood opportunity," one Oshweken
ROTC students attending camps the Y for this school year and squaw said. "One of my daughters
this summer will receive six quar- help "cheer on" Pittpan in his is blonde, but thinks she will dye
ter units of ROTC credit, accord- final speech effort.
her hair."
ing to Miss Viola Palmer, registrar. Forty-four SJSC Air ROTC
cadets have received their orders
for summer camp attendance at
Hamilton Air Force base and
Lowrie Ail Force base, Denver,
Colo.
Shirts in at 9:00 - Out at 5:00

to_Hear
Examination Talk
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Walters Directs Concert
In Famous Bach Piece

A Bach concert will be held in the Morris Dailey auditorium
June lb, under the direction of Mr. Gibson Walters.
One of the most important historical musical compositions,
"Musical Offering", will be presented. It takes 45 minutes to play
the piece in its entirety. Bach wrote the piece after a visit to King
Frederick of Prussia. He was
given the king’s theme to improvise, and did so on the various
pianos in the palace. He made a
six-voice fugue, which is the
crowning work of the composition.
He included 10 Canonical forms,
and incorporated all the canonical
techniques.
He included, in the central part
a trio sonata for violin, cello, flute,
and piano. The entire work includes oboe, flute, English horn,
bassoon, violins, viola, violin cello,
and a keyboard instrument.
Following the general practice of the times, the canons
were written as puzzle canons in
the original.
The composition was written -in
the 18th century, but it was recently revived by Hans David,
musicologist ’for the New York
library, and arranged for string
and woodwind ensemble.
The concert Friday will be
a student -faculty presentation.
Performers will be Kay Fuller,
flute; Wayne Sorenson, oboe
and English horn; James Conover, English horn; Fred Dutton, bassoon; Gibson Walters
and Warren von Bronkhorst,
violins; Frances Robinson, viola;
Michael Donovan, violin-cello;
and Winona Davis, piano.
Dr. Lyle Downey, Music department head, will introduce
the program.
Miss Alma Williams is program
narrator. She also is writing a

Spartan Graduate
Gets Library Job
Ainsley Abbot Whitman, San
Jose State college graduate, has
been appointed librarian at WilBarnette university at -Salem, Oregon, according to a press release
from Will ia met te.
Whitman earned his bachelor’s
degree from SJS .and his library
science diploma froni Louisiana
State university. He has worked
as vice-president of the Arkansas
Library association, head librarian
at California State Polytechnic,
and staff member at the University of Georgia.

review and historical background
to accompany the program.
Mr. Richard B. Lewis, of the
Audio-Visual Aids service, is preparing a 35 millimeter film which
will project the complete score on
a screen above the players during
the performance.

New Southern
College Opens
Invitations to the first commencement
exercises of Long
Beach State college have been received by San Jose friends Qf Dr.
P. , Victor Peterson, president of
the college:: Dr. Peterson was
formerly dean of professional eduvat ion and head of the Science department at San Jose State college.
The name of the new state college has recently been changed
from Los Angeles-Orange County
State college to Long Beach State.
A site for the college in Long
Beach has been given to the state
by the city.
The commencement exercises
will be held at 7 p.m. Friday, June
16, in the auditorium of the
Charles Evans Hughes high school
at California avenue and Roosevelt
road.

If You Want
THICK MALTS
Old Fashion
STRAWBERRY
SHORT CAKE
The Biggest
SUNDAES
and the best
full course dinners
Go to the

TEEPEE DRIVE-IN
1228 W. SAN CARLOS

Wheee! -- Let’s have a Party!!
09untar 2)ay

quaws lAKe iviovie

Air Students
Get Six Units

8-Hr. Service
Save Time
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"

04-

RENT A
TYPEWRITER

SPECIAL STUDENT $10
MONTHS
RATE

3

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E SAN FERNANDO

CY-2-7501

qoldett
Dry Cleaners
25.29 S. Wrd Street - Main Plant - CYpress 2-1052
24th & Santa Clara
231 Willow
275 E. William
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
316 E. R..d
1199 Franilin, Santa Clara

5

BIG-t SWIMMING PARTY
AND WIENER FEED
at

CLUB ALMADEN
ALL JUNIORS AND GUESTS INVITED
Starts at 4:30
Food .50 - Admission .75
Transportation Provided
Swimming (2 pools), Games (basketball, etc.)
and Dancing
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ulwa, Krikorian Vie for
Open Tennis Title Today

Chet Bulwa, 6-2, 6-3 victor over Bulwa in the San Jose city finals in yesterday’s semi-finals. Krikor1, Bud Slover in semi-final play yes- Sunday, but Bulwa has always ian disposed of Cruze in straight
terday, will be after his fourth been tough to beat in the college sets. Cruze, 1949 varsity letter4, consecutive San Jose State college tournaments.
man, reached the finals in last
Both finalists scored easy wins year’s tourney, then dropped a
Actually, San Jose State Is in I open tennis championship when he
Bulwa
heartbreaker to Bulwa.
a choice spot. It is Independent faces classy Butch Krikorian in
also beat Slover in straight sets.
and, like the carefree customer the finals at Spartan city today.
Menendez reached the finals in
in the used car lot, can shop Krikorian qualified for the final
his division by scoring a 6-2, 6-1
around for awhile. Santa Clara, round with a 6-2, 6-4 win over
win over Mike Fiedler. He will
USF, Nevada, Loyola, COP and Jim Cruze.
Finals in the first -round losers
face Council in today’s biggie.
St. Mary’s now enjoy similar
division and the second-round losround
positions.
According to Dean Patrick, Council advanced from the
ers class will also bit held today.
of four into the finals by downing
team
publicist,
the
entire
judo
If the PCC is interested in findJulie Menendez, Santa Clara unifavored Leslie Halliday in three
ing a ’replacement for Montana, versity boxing mentor, will hook team with the exception of Merle
hard-fought sets 6-2, 3-6, 6-4.
a logical choice would be Santa up with Jim Council, broad-jump- Coe, will return to Washington
Hilburn had to dispose of WarSquare next fall. In figuring out
Clara. The Broncs are Orange
er on the track team, in the finbowl champs, and carry a lot of als of the first -round losers class. the totals in the individual com- ren Van Dusen in three sets; 6-2,
petition for this quarter, the top 5-7, 6-3, before reaching the final
prestige with the Midwestern conIn the second-round losers play,
Spartan judoists were Harry Carl- round in the second round losers
ferences.
Wayne Thiebaud faces Hank Hilson and Johnnie Johnson, each bracket. Thiebaud reached the
SJSC Would Join.
burn for the title. This match, as
Santa Clara, however, would not well .as the first-round losers fin- with a total of seven wins and no finals by beating Tom Castaldo
losses. As has been pointed out in
enter the PCC if they did receive als, will begin at 3 o’clock.
preceeding judo articles, however, 4-6, 7-5, 6-4.
an invitation, according to reliable
In the non-PE division, semisources close to the Bronco ad- final matches were to be contest- the scorecard performance is not
ministration. And who can blame ed this morning. Menendez and altogether Indicative of the ability
them? Playing two intersectional Hilburn were to meet in one semi- of the judoist.
Patrick submitted the ft:mowing
contests a year, in addition to finals match, Dave Gray and Les
quarter judo scores:
three or four PCC frays, is sl nice Halliday in the other.
Win Loss Draw
fat schedule, both financially and
The open division finals should
Johnson
0
5
athletically.
27-year-old
Krikorian,
be close.
Carlson
7
0
2
VFW undoubtedly feels the freshman from Fresno, defeated
Herman
5
0
4
same way, as does Nevada,
Bland
5
2
1
when. It can get enough money
1
Coe
4
2
for football from the purs e3
Hedin
4
1
holding regents. With these colDobbs
5
1
4
leges assuming this position, San
1
Hipkins
3
6
Jose State college would be
Harpainter
2
3
2
wise to follow stilt, temporarily
Latham I
2
3
2
any way.
’Tullis
3
2
5
If the PCC tenders a request
Best
3
2
2
to Washingtor. Square asking the
Baker
2
2
Spartans to join the fold, it would ball, 5-4 and 9-8, and lop basket- Baker
2
2
2
be a golden opportunity. But if ball, 51-48. In point totals, each Willis
1
2
SJSC has to take the initiative in college scored three points in the Harris
1
2
2
forming a haphazard conference; major games, with SC winning Bryant
1
1
5
three
ivlaxi,
by
one
point.
not much stronger than the CC1
4
Crossfield
1
AA, it is not worth it.
The Gold and White gained two Raichart
1
1
2
In the interim, Montana and victories each in golf, swimming Harvey
1
3
2
New Mexico have latched on to and water polo. The Broncos were Casey
1
1
1
9
membership in the Skyline Six, much stronger in frosh sports, Chapman
1
4
making it the Skyline Eigh t. however. Both colleges can cry, Mitchell
1
0
1
Along with Wyoming, Utah, Utah "Wait’ll next year."
1
0
Rogers
0. :1.
.
, .
rpaadddo:Aobnl&ysMwmoaauni
1
0
YankOvich
1
State,C
Optimism la always the pre- Olds
Denver, the nCeowlo.
0
1
0
focone sweet league. Idaho, if it vailing tone after ’spring and an
liDrrtrthe PCC
would tunin football practice in any
icollegiate pIjsliæ eamp, an
join this conference.
In the upshot, San Jose State San Jose State is no exception.
Observers who have watched
the Raiders work out this spring
have many good adjectives fin’
COLUMBIA, S. C., June 13local football talent, but still aIR) A 14-year-old Mexican boy
the w:ord "Ir precedes any def- who crossed the border illegally
inite statements.
and managed to get as far north
With the Spartans facing their as South Carolina was turned over
toughest schedule, we expect them to immigration authorities today,
to lose a few, but not without a his dream of earning enough to be
(Except Saturday and Sunday)
battle. The team has a salutary a civil engineer temporarily banbalance of experienced and rookie ished.
players, as well as war ,veterans
Police said young Lotenzo Lona
and non-vets. Inpportantly, the old Quilez will he deported to Mexico
college.- try is present in all its City, his home. Officers picked
him up after attendants reported
welcome glory.
him loitering at the railroad staPrediction
We predict that the Spartans tion.
will achieve more gridiron conThrough an interpreter, Loren*
quests than many people think, told detectives he was one of eight
From here, it looks like SJS will children, and had just finishede f_
Tiaie a rew beforeMachh
Bob grammar school. He came to t
’
Bronzan can decide on his most United States from Monterey, hel
effective starting line-up, but at- said, to earn money to send home
ter that, ’look out! Still prognos- to his mother and seven brothers
.,.,
CY 5.655o
"P" "17.
tica
we believe lace_ fans_will ahd sistersitAxir-ter-intve eitotkdi-to
-bowl-champs use finance his own education_ c
still is an orphan, but many a see the
millionaire started that-same-way. t he
systeminetreihan ever -w
The Broncos and the Spar- before.
tans, after 12 years of dormanWe do not know who will push
cy, have completed- the one-year
around drawer a on the old
trial of athletic relations. With
sports desk in the fall quarter,
the opposing campuses located
but several capable candidates
less than four miles apart, a
are up for sports editor. It’s
wild, slam-bang rivalry was exYour Campus Representative
been a real pleasure working
pected, but it failed to materwith the seniors who are beialize.
The rivalry was natural enough, ing graduated this year.
Sincere thanks are due to the
but it was composed and somewhat arrested. Was the question spring sports staff of Ross MasThomas
Jerry
of athletic supremacy settled? In sey (baseball),
9 sports encounters, the Golden (golf), Elmer Rodrigues (football
Raiders won seven, but only one and intra-murals), Fran Errota
triumph occurred in a major sport. (tennis and frosh track), Doug
Prestage (track) and Ron Marcus
A Toss-up
SCU won football, 14-13, base-. (judo), a great gang.
We could not have operated
as we did Without pinehhitting
jobs by Fermo Cambianica, Jack
Rumen, Roy Huriburt and PhoSetwite
tographer Jean Gmelin.
Our sincerest regards also go to
Danny Hill, athletic publicist,
"Tiny" Hartranft, PE department
BUS DEPOT 131/2 SO. MARKET ST.
head, Secretaries ’Jackie Lee and
Dblis Barbarez and (he coaching
Phone CY 2-0606
staff for excellent cooperation at
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TO’ emanate from the chair of
Spartan Daily sports editor without choosing, picking or commenting on San Jose State college’s
chances of entering some sort of
proposed athletic conference would
be ,no venial crime worthy of the
guillotine.
Perusing the sports pages like
lynx-eyed scribes, we had not
found a new angle on the question
for months. With the independent
colleges toiling at doing nothing,
the situation was static and stagnant, to say the least.
In Thither proposals, Portland
university had put in its bid
for a new conference; more recently, the Oregon college has
dropped football altogether, on
grounds that it costs too much.
It neglected to say, however, if
the cost referred to finances, or
losses of life and limb on the
gridiron.
And now, the University of Montana’s Grizzlies have pulled their
roots from the Pacific Coast conference tree, with Idaho predicted
to follow. This leaves a nine-team
big league, with USF, Santa Clara, COP, Loyola, St. Mary’s, and
San Jose State eligible for the
slot.
Sitting Pretty .
It is our opinion that the PCC
is not interested in locating a replacement for the maulers from
Missoula. Vith hook-ups with big
eastern name schools, the PCC
representatives do not have to
play.- budding opponents of the
Sp.rtans’ status.

--ATTENTION-For a nutritious
well-balanced lunch
come to the

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
Across 4th on San Antonio
Open ’till 2:45 P.M.
Milk
Sandwiches
Cold Drinks and Ice Cream
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR
FIELD TRIPS AND PICNICS
Established 1925

Judoists Lose
One Veteran

GOLFERS!!

Monthly card can now

Mexican Bov
Returns Home

be bought to agree

with your pocketbook.

Monthly Cards
$4.00

$7.50

Entitles you to
play every day.

EIILLVIEW
Golf Cow’s*

14:

MAWR

Only the new Gray Magic Royal
offers you all these!
Me** Margin I
Reipor44.ww Keys I
sod
"Olio Typewrite?’ Krii1
Sp11 *owl
Commie I

Hunter-Peterson
Equipment Co.
71

E. San Fernando CY 4-2091

GOING HOME?
See BILL CHANG

Call CY 4-8627 after 6 P.M. Weekdays

American Bus line Coast to Coast
Je/eviiione,,, to Z.,
Transcontinental Air Service
_llonotal, Ar

Let Bill Save You Money

4 imps.

_
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Kaddy Corner
By JERRY THOMAS
VARSITY VS. ( ??) . . . Over
sensational
the
the week-end,
comeback of Ben Hogan was the
topic of conversation throughout
many a clubhouse. The stirring
play-off round found three of the
nation’s best golfers engaged in
a crucial match worth $4,000 to
the winner. From Portland, Maine
to South Gate, Calif., the match
was discussed and replayed verbally.
But in the words of Jolson, "You
ain’t heard nothin’ yet."
Tomorrow afternoon at La Rinconada, a golf match will be inaugurated that definitely will do
something to the stature of golf
in the Bay area. Just what it will
do, this caddy doesn’t know . . .
At approximately 1:30 10 faculty
members from San Jose State
college will tee otf against the
college varsity golf squad . . .
Whereas the National Open offered sparkling par-breaking golf,
the "Spartan Uninvited" will offer the best of the rest.
Lest some of you get the impression that the faculty’s golfing talent is nil, immediate clarification is mandatory . . .The
squad actually claims some very
capable peklet-pushers. Leading the pack is Walt Williams,
baseball coach. Walt sports a
handicap of 4 while Walt Mcl’herson, golf and basketball
mentor, plays under a z stroke
burden . . . The PE staff practically composes the entire team.
Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, head of
the department, Bill Hubbard,
athletic director, and Charlie
Walker, swimming head, are
three men upon whom team coach
McPherson is dependent . . .
Jerry Vroom, graduate athletic manager, and Danny Hill,
athletic publicity director, will
attempt to wreak havoc upon
the opposing forces while sport Genuine

KRYSTAL GLOSS
Prints

EXPERT
kri DEVELOPING
PRINTING
ENLARGING

by Bear Photoservice

Morehead -Fleming
Drug Co.
Free Delivery
2nd & San Fernando
CY 2-4114

KE

P1NEANN
-2nd

BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER
Fine meals at their finest can
be your for low cost. Come in
today.
I

SHORT BLOCK FROM STATE

lug

generous handicaps.
The tournament will be conducted on an individual basis. Each
faculty member, plus his allotted handicap, will be matched
against his younger opponent With
three points at stake. The total
points will be added -to determine
the team victor.
Coach McPherson seems very
confident in the ability of his
team to beat the Spartan clan,
present CCAA champs. But a degree of understanding may be deduced from the fact that "Mac"
has the sole responsibility of deciding. the appropriate handicaps
for all players. . Citation carried
130 lbs. . . can Walt beat that?
They say all
WHO’S NEXT.
bad things come in threes. Evidently this triangle of,hoodoos has
collected the cycle at State . . .
Last week-end Joe Zakarian, one
of the six golfers to represent the
college at the NCAA tourney, sustained a broken hand while cavorting about his home. Fortunately the fracturg.is slight . . And
as of today, Joe will compete in
the tournament . . . First Bill
King, then Budd Watts, and now
Joe Zakarian . . . who’s next?
ONE OF THE BEST .11. Next
season, San Jose State should
field one of the strongest golf
teams in history. In fact, the first
three positions should offer one of
the best 1-2-3 punch in collegiate
golf. Playing for State, barring
unforseen
happenings, will
be
Ken Venturi, George Bruno, and
Jay Hopkins . . . Venturi, ineligible this year for many a match
due to the freshman ruling, has
been playing some of the finest
golf seen in amateur ranks.
Recently, he was a finalist in
the NCA tourney at Pasatiempo. Sunday, he was one of eight
Bay area golfers to qualify for
the National Public Links
championship held at Louisville,
Ky., next month .. In the Spartans’ pursuit of their seventh
successive CCAA title, Venturi,
lanky, 19-year -old San Franciscan, led the way -with 142 for
SS holes of rugged play- over the
Mission Valley course, San Diego.
Bruno, a
transfer
from St.
Mary’s, is current NCI champion.
In the NCA, he went to the finals of the first flight, shooting
sub -par golf in the process. Hopkins holds the SJSC medal record of 64 acqpired
this season
against Santa Clara at La finconada . . . Jay will be playing
his final year for the Spartans
while Venturi will be a sophomore and Bruno a junior.
Another San Franciscan, Bill
King, figures prominently in McPherson’s plans . .
Within a
few weeks early this year. King
rose from the junior-varsity team
to become a cog in the Spartan
winning wheel . . Then he broke
his ankle In an auto crash. King
has dropped out of school for the
rest of the quarter.
DON’T FORGET. . With all
this- talk -almmttize_aforemen--_ Hon_ed collegiate golfing notaready-to=nnirker-next season’s play such a success, let
us not forgCt some of the men
moving up from the unbeaten
Junior varsity team . . Hiram
Loveland and Dom Pagano, two
of the most consistent point
winners on the JV squad, show
the most promise of making the
varsity.
BY THE WAY . . Ruskin Shepherd, golfer who didn’t play on
the varsity due to injuries, will

HAVE MORE FUN AT THE BEACH
WITH

Swim Fins 8.95 pr.
Water Goggles 1.50 pr.
1.00 up
Beach Balls
Men’s, Women’s
Bathing Caps
Gantner Nylon Swim Suits
Diving Masks, 2.50
Nose Clips, .60

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
111 E. Son Fernando

Across from Calif. Book

SAE Meets Kern
County for College
Softball Crown
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, champion
of the Fraternity league, and the
Kern County Moonihiners, Independent league winners, will meet
at 5 p.m. .today at Peter Burnett
field to determine the champion
of the Intramural softball league.
Co-coaches Bob Brady and
"Con" Maloney have selected Jack
Blackwell, unbeaten in 13 starts,
to pitch for the undefeated Violets, while "Dutch" Johnson 1122) will toe the rubber for the
Moonshiners.
Sheldon Williams, the fraternity’s leading slugger, Ross Campbell, Jim Kerr and Bill Peck are
expected to cary the load for SAE,
while Bob Dubbers, Marion Summers and Orel Prewett head the
Kern County hitters.
SAE advanced to the finals
when it defeated Delta Sigma
Gamma in a play-off game, while
the Moonshiners took the measure
of the Newman club and the
Ridgerunners to get into the finals.
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Best in the West

George Mattos, the greatest
pole vaulter In Spartan history, shows how he hopes to
win the National’ Collegiate

m
AaihigMattos
Looks
Like Shoo-in Af IN-CAA

resort town ’of Santa Cruz
some 20 years ago, this is the tale of a person who stands an excellent
opportunity of transforming a youthful outlet into nation-wide fame
for himself and San Jose State college.
Coming to George Frank Mattos, hardly a Johnny-come-lately
Born in the slumbering fishing and

in the athletic worldthe man
most likely to succeed at winning
the NCAA pole vault title this
week -end, and conceded a very
good chance in the AAU meet a
week laterthis is only natural.
For George Mattos has been attracting a fair amount of Attention since he began to "do things"
in track at Pacific Grove high
school.
His list of crowns Include
firsts in the Northern California and state C.I.F., the junior
...and senior AAU (Pacific association), the West Coast and
California relays meets, plus records made ’at prep school, the
_CCAA, and at_Saa Jose and
numerous other meet and stadium marks.
No Dink Templeton tagged him
in high school, however, and told
him he was a budding Warmerdam when he first tried his hand
with the bamboo pole. He cleared
(filly 8 ft. in his sole freshman
meet. but had better luck the next
year when he put himself into the
contender class with an 11 ft.
effort. As Mattos gained more
strength and experience in handling the tricky pole, he increased
his range to 12 ft. His polish and
hard work started to pay in his
ser.iog year when he pushed his
way to the 13 ft. level and wins
in his sectional and state league
frays and. the junior AM; meet
(Pacific association).
It wen at San Jose State,
where he enrolled in 1947, that
Mattos exhibited the form of a
champion, He hit IS ft. 11 in.
In addition to setting a novice
internclais standariL_at 21 ft.
Pi In. In the broia--junqi his
firstear. Shifting-Antohigh
gear, under the Watchful vigilence of Coach Bud -Winter,
Mattes established a new Spar-’
tan record of IS ft. 101i in. and
later hoisted this to 14 It. 1 1/4
in. at the California relays.
Giving an idea .of what was to

T

come, the stocky (5 ft. 11 in., 175
lbs.) Mattos poled over 13 ft. in
his initial warm-up this season
and then proceded to "burn up the
league" with his eight consecutive leaps of 14 ft. and better. Hisl
nemesis of 1949, Bob Smith of San,
Diego, was beaten nearly every I
time the two competed together.:
Experiencing his greatest thrill!
ever, Mattos helped out in the
Spartan conquest of the Collegc
of Pacific with an amazing lean
of 14 ft. 5 in. George recent
explained that he didn’t know It
was coming until he was in the
air and expressed the thought that
he might have made 14 ft. 8 in.
with a little more luck.

Athletic association meet at
Minneapolis, June le and 17,
and the National AAU tussle at
Baltimore the next %seek.
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Dance With

CACTUS

BOB
And His Westerners
at

Western Ranch
Every Friday & Saturday Nite
NORTH KING ROAD
Between Mayburry and
Berryessa Roads
San Jose
Broadcast on Radio KEEN
10 to 10:30, Saturday Nite

DPI VEIN

CY-4-6942

Show starts
at Dusk

UP,06 THEATRE Ir.

So.FirstatAlmaS11
(Old CirCUS Grounds)

3 Minutts

From Downtown

Teitight
BIG AMATEUR SHOW
* * * *
_

NaturingState_Stu_dents

Tvt. Shamr&Otage with -Bb
Custer as M.C. and YOU as the judge!
Come Out and Boost Your Favorites
ON OUR SCREEN

be making his third NCAA appearance for the Spartans June
26, on the home’ course .of the
University of New Mexico . . .
Previously, Ruskin played on the
1947 and 1949 NCAA teams . . .
Warren MacCarty, Spartan senior and probably the No. 1 man
in the tourney, will be participating in his fourth National Collegiate. He has qualified for individual medal play every year.
SWIM in !ergo heated pool, 50015.
DANCE on ...
Large maple floor pavilion.
20/. Off with ASB Card
RIVERSIDE GROVE
17 Milos West of Saratoga
on Highway No. 9

"STAGE FRIGHT"
Jane Wyman, Marlene Dietrich
Michael Wilding, Richard Todd

PLUS
"TRAVELING SALESWOMAN"
Joan Davis
.

Andy
ALSO----

Devine

SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

,

TALENT SEARCH!
you have talent? Do you sing, dance, play an instrument,
give readings or make people laugh? Write Bill Cain, Box "C"
in Coop or call CV 3-4629.

Do
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WAA to Hold
Annual Dinner
Thursday Nite

Freckles Competts Stnirity Spuyten
No.2 Selected
Cover Boy to Run
Welhesday, JUne 14, 1930

Climaxing the women’s sports
season for 1949-50, the Women’s
Athletic association will hold its
annual banquet at O’Brien’s restaurant Thursday night. The -affair will begin at 7:30 o’lock.
The annually presented senior
award will be given to the graduating senior who has achieved the
most distinction in WAA activities.
A number of officials have been
elected to serve the organization
next year. They are: Ruth Leine,
president; Colleen Brooks, vicepresident; Mary White, corresponding secretary; Alice Kent, recording secretary; Elaine StrayAnnabelle Vargas,
ers, points;
treasurer; Joan Chambers, hockey; Joyce Malone, basketball;
Nancy Newport, tennis; Carol
Sneider, volleyball; Joan Busek,
badminton; Annette Insell, softball; Beth Calvin, "Swimming.
New advisers are Miss Mary
Wiley and Miss Eleanor Coombe.
Members who distinguished
themselves in the club this year
will receive WAA point awards
at the banquet. Entertainment
will follow the awards.

HEAD NO. 1

Magazine Arrives
On Job listings
"Jobs in California," a magazine listing job information for
college graduates, has been received by the Placement office,
for interested
and is available
students, io the office, Miss Doris
K. Robinson, Placement secretary,
announced yesterday.
According to Miss Robinson, the
magazine lists opportunities in
advertising, commercial, radi o,
psychiatry, civil service, teaching,
and many other fields.
Examinations for recreation and
physical education teachers will
be conducted by the California
State Personnel board. The last
day for applications is July 1. Salaries range from $268 to $325.

Brace Up Before the Plunge
At Santa Cruz, Final Exams

Vets Bulletin
Gives Policy
HEAD NO. 3

Junior Class
To End Year
With Party
The junior class will terminate
its activities for the school year
with a swimming party and weiner roast tomorrow afternoon at
Club Almaden, according to Fran
McMahon, junior class council
chairman.
All students, including nonjuniors, are invited to participate In* the activities for the
price of $1.25, which includes.
75 cents for admission into the
Club Almaden, McMahon added.

Highlighting the day’s affairs
from 4:30 o’clock on will be swimBefore you distill any of that home-brew sun lotion or hunt up ming, baseball, basketball, dancyour fancy dress swimming suit (the one with the button -On the pock- ing, and a weiner feed.
A decorated car will head a
et), there is a small matter remaining on the agenda of the "Gee,
procession to the club. All stuGertrude, Ain’t CoHich Fun Society". To wit: finals!
dents will meet in front of the
Student Union at 4:30 to begin
Mon., June 19 Classes meeting at:
Wed., June 21 (lasses meeting at:
Transportation
procession.
the
7:30 MWF or Daily
7:30- 9:10
7:30- 9:10
8:30 MWF or Daily will be provided for those who
9:30 TTh
need it, McMahon said.
9:20-11:00
9:20-11:00 10:30 TTh
Tickets for the party .will be on
11:10-12:50 11:30 MWF or Daily 11:10-12:50 12:30 MWF or Daily
sale in the Library arch until
1:30 ’ITh
1440- 3:20
1:40- 3:20
2:30 TTli
noon today. All students are re3:30 MWF or Daily
3:30- 5:10
3:30- 5:10
4:30 MWF or Daily quested .to purchase their tickets
Tues., June 20 Classes meeting at:
before this time, McMahon added.
7:30 TTh
7:30- 9:10
Thurs., June 22 Classes meeting at:
Junior. class council members
or
Daily
9:30
MWF
9:20-11:00
7:30- 9:10
8:30 TTh
have already formed ’several
11:10-12:50 11:30 ’I"Th
9:20-11:00 10:30 MWF or Daily
committees to work out the de1:00- 2:30 All English Ax,Ay,Az
11:1042:50 12:30 TTh
tails of the class project, under
classes
.
the direction of FA Gasper, so1:90- 320
2:30 MWF or Daily
1:30 MWF or Daily
2:40- 4:20
cial affairs chairman of the ju4:30 TTh
3:30- 5:10
9:30- 6:10
3:30 ’I"Th
(Ed Note: And you thought you would be in Tahoe by Thursday. Hah!) nior class.
On the food committee are Lou
Ann Keck, Mary Dougherty, and
Pat Black. The making and distributing of posters is being handled by Barbara Downey, Dot Alexander, Evorene Hatfield, Carmen Chase. Mary Tucker, and
,
The Speech and Drama department has chosen two outstanding Mary Ann Brill.

Examination Schedule

Plays by Williams, Sheridan to Feature
Speech- Drama Dept. Summer Series

plays for presentation in its summer series. The first is "The Glass
Menagerie", a modern social drama by Tennessee Williams. The play
will run July 27, 28 and 29 in the Little Theater.
The second play, "A School for Scandal", by R. B. Sheridan, is
high comedy, a direct contrast to
the tragic atmosphere of "The
Glass Menagerie". The cqmedy
will run August 9 through 12, and
will be directed .by James H. Clancy.
The Drama department also has
announced the six plafs which
have been chosen for production
in the 1950-51 season.
The plays are "The Critic, or a
Tragedy Rehearsed", by R. H.
Sheridan; "Golden Boy", a drama of the fight world, by Clifford
Odets; "The Flies" by the modern
existentialist Jean Paul Sarte;
"Noah", a Biblical play by Andre
Obey; "The Three Sisters", by
Anton Chekov; and George Bernard Shaw’s delightful comedy,
"Pygmalion".

Louise Wurfer
Takes Exec_Cour- se
Miss ’Louise 1. Wdrfer, senior
merchandising major from Burlingame, has been accepted by the
San Francisco Emporium for a
seven months executive training
course. She will -receive $200 pe
month while taking the course.
Miss Wurfer says she will be
graduated from San Jose State
college in August, and that she
will start the course in September.

Ski Club Awards

At a recent gathering of the Ski
club, honorary life memberships
and certificates of merit were presented to four out -going officers,
according to Bill Cancilla, presiSAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
dent.
latorml as MOW dale matter April ta.
Sas Joss. Callforolo, ..der Se sat M
Those receiving the awards
March I, ISM
were
John Steele, president; Jay
Poll Wood wit* smoke of M1101 Pram
vice-president; Ward DougS.
Raw,
14111
Campion.
Malts,
eisa.
1he
at
Prom
Pint O.: Sas Jew Csasonas. Nonage. Ca* las, treasurer; and Althea Floyd,
koala Newspaper Whim?. AnoclaNsa.
secretary.

Spartan Daily

Alpha Gammas
Receive Pins

A Veterans Administration bulletin revealed today a more stringent policy regarding the status
of a’student who is attending college uncle the G.I. Bill of Rights.
A veteran who has started a
course prior to July 25, 1951. and
Who has continued in it cannot
discontinue Iis program of G.I.
training and after that date start
another. The wording of the new
regulation is that "a Cl. trainee
will be expected to pursue his
course continuously until eompletion, except for conditions which
normally would cause interruption of that training. The conditions in this case would be summer vacation.
Educational objective may be
changed after the deadline date
only while the veteran is in
training, "and then for reasons
satisfactory to the administrator."

%talents 17cfe
Today to End
Head Deadlock
Today students vote again on
the new -Spartan head which will
be worn by the two mascots who
will accompany Mr. ’Spartan In
half-time activities next fall.
Monday’s election resulted in
most of the votes divided between
head No. 2 and head No. 3, which
claimed votes of 30 and 20, respectively. Head No. 1 claimed
seven votes, with three voters indicating no preference.
In Monday’s voting several
students suggested the Spartan
head which appears on the book
covers at the Spartan shop be
included in the running. This
face, coupled with the close
voting for heads 2 and 3 Monday prompted Ed Mosher, Rally
committeeman, ’to schedule a
second election today.
"Another election is necessary,"
Mosher said, "because Monday’s
vote indicates students are divided
on the head to be used. Since the
mascots will remain a permanent
part of rally activity plans for
years to come it is important that
they are favored by a reasonable
majority of the students."
Mosher said today’s election
would be final and urged all
students to exercise their voting
privilege es an indication of
general student preferense, on
the heads which are being proposed,
The voting procedure will remain the same for today’s election. The order in which the heads
appear remains the same except
the head on the Spartan book
cover replaces the one which appeared Monday as Head No. 1.
Ballots are to be placed in the
Thrust and Parry box in the Spartan Daily office or in the boxes in
the library archway and the inner
quad.
Mosher wishes to make it clear
that the two mascots will have
identical heads as some voters
specified two head selections on
their ballots instead of one. He
also wants it understood that he
is not a candidate.

Satisfactory reasons for a
change include the following:
Lack of satisfactory progress in
the veteran’s present course, not
due to his own misconduct, neglect
or lack of application; transfer to
a course more in keeping with his
aptitude and previous education,
and when the new course is a normal progression from his present
course.
_
Dropping of a subject, change
to another subject within a curriculum addition of a subject or
Season tickets for the 1950-51
advancement from a preparitory Drama
season are being offered
to an advanced phase of a course to San Jose State
college students
are not considered a change of for $2.40, and
$3.60 to all others.
course," the bulletin stated.
Tickets may be reserved for
either Thursday, Friday or Saturday evenings, and reservations
may be made any time up to September 22.
The Speech office, Room 57, will
be open during the week of Sept.
The Rally committee will hold 16. Season books may be called
its last meeting of the quarter for before Sept. 22, or checks may
tonight at 7 o’clock in Room 29, be mailed before that time, and
Ed Mosher, chairman, announced the tickets will be sent out.
yesterday.

Drama Tickets
Now on Sale

Rally Group Holds
Final Conference

Mosher requests that all members of his committee be present.

Daily Staff Group
Cavorts at Beach

All card stunt plans are due
tonight. Mosher said. AnnounceSpartan Daily staff members
mnte of the winners in the yell and "30" clubbers participated in
Alpha Gamma art fraternity leader try-outs will be made at a combined softball game and fish
members received their pins re- the meeting as well as winners fry recentl durin their annual
es a
ac party, ace
ing to Donnie
asaki,1 publicity director.
contest,
-Nunes, riresident of the honorary
Students w h o received their
journalism society.
pins were Joan Dahnert, Mary
More than 30 persons took part
Peterson, Art Moreno, Roger Aroin the affair and stuffed themgona, Ken Shimasaki, Bruth Keith,
selves with fish prepared by Mr.
Hubert Vargas, Gus Stamas, Jane
Dwight Bente), head of the JourBrady, Walt Landaker, Bill Chan,
CHERRY POINT, N.C., June nalism department. The Tiajuana
Bobbie Rose, Dorothy Fallo, Mary
13 (UP) Master
Sgt. William AC, official ball club of the Daily Lopes, Bruce Peseau, Clay OsG. Langley of Albany, N.Y., fell staff, played Dirty Dave’s Dimborne, and Bob Kimura.
1200 feet yesterday with his para- pled Darlings. The game ended in
Shimasaki announced that the,
chute strap caught in the canopy a 9-9 score.
club plans a social function today
of a marine fighter plane, but he
at Alum Rock park in celebration
wrenched free in time.
of the arrival of the pins.
While still 800 feet in the air,
SAN FRANCISCO, June 13 Langley worked the ’chute clear
and floated to a landing in the I UP) Padded night-sticks and
Neuse river. He was fished out rubber axes may replace the
Pi Omega Pi, honorary business
standard equipment for police
unhurt.
education fraternity, recently
raiding parties if Mrs. Pearl SeraLangley’s Corsair fighter had fini has an thing to do with it.
elected officers for’ the coming
clipped
a" fire truck at the edge
year, according to Thomas Dusek,
On the nigh of Feb. 24, while
of the runway as he was coming police smashed their, way into a
out -going president.
Those elected were Walter H. in for a landing. The impact Grant ave. flat with. "unknown
Boock, president; 0. T. Simonson, sheared off one wheel and’ knock- heavy instruments" Mrs. Serafini
Jr., vice-president; Edsel Jorge- ed out the aileron controls.
huddled, terrified, in her upper
He got the plane up to an alti- flat with an infant child,
son, treasurer; Dorothy Alexander, secretary; Jewel M. Riddle, tude of about 2000 feet and bailed
Today she filed a $25,000 damhistorian; and Lawrence W. Hil- out, or rather tried to, The second age suit against acting Police.Capt.
jump was successful.
debrand, sergeant-at-arms.
Nicotini and 10 "John Doe" others.

Chute Snags Plane;
CI Falls 1200 Feet

Woman Files Suit

Fraternity Elects

